Cemetery Rules Revision Meetings
February 20, 2017 (1 participant)
Leadership Austin Notes
While it’s understandable why people may want to have ornaments & furniture in a cemetery,
maintenance, safety and aesthetics are more important. The City should make clear rules and enforce
them. However, the City should post the rules and give plot owners and family’s ample notice before
enforcing.
April 10, 2017 (2 participants)
Leadership Austin Notes
Individual expression for grave decoration was pretty important – it was mentioned that the parks
department needs to realize the sacredness of the spots and realize that a little extra work from going
around decorations was more important than schedule keeping.
JS Notes
The primary ornamentation concern was about mature gardens that have been planted over grave sites.
What will happen under the new rules with gardens that are established?
Will the landscaping recommendations in the Cemetery Master Plan be used to draft rules about
gardens on lots?
April 18, 2017 (2 participants)
Leadership Austin Notes
Make reasonable rules, and grandfather in the decorations on plots that are safe and currently present
JS Notes
The discussion was focused on the types of decorations permitted.







Many people did not receive a copy of the rules when they purchased plots
The City should ensure that all cemetery stakeholders know the rules
Reasonable regulations would be welcome
o What is permitted for landscaping of plots?
o What will happen to the established gardens that were planted 5- 10 years ago that are
well established?
o Remove decorative items that pose a danger to staff and the public
Establish strict rules for memorials like those used at privately run cemeteries
Use Salt Lake City rules, and enforcement methods in Austin








City staff need to be educated about the cultural customs that are used to commemorate
people in the cemeteries (Buddhist practices involving fire/burning paper money)
Cemetery staff should collect information about plot owners in municipal cemeteries by
including a survey in Austin Energy bills
The city should create a docent program to improve maintenance at cemeteries
The City should establish a Perpetual Care Fund so that future maintenance can be paid for
through an endowment fund.
The City should seek to reduce the need for irrigation by using drought tolerant plants.
One participant stated that the cemeteries shouldn’t be green year round, the landscaping
should reflect the Texas environment and be more sustainable.

April 25, 2017 (6 participants)
Leadership Austin Notes
Extreme frustration with the lack of attention to landscaping and the city not following state law (Texas
Health & Safety Code 713.011). Workers should report (not simply putting a flag) to the city when they
damage/pop up stones for the city to fix.
JS Notes
The discussion was focused primarily on maintenance concerns. The following comments are indicative
of what meeting attendees requested:





More landscaping maintenance at Oakwood Cemetery, planting grass and watering it.
Staff should respond more quickly to complaints about dead grass and broken irrigation systems
Old trees need to be watered to keep them alive, there are many trees dying because they
didn’t receive water during previous periods of intense drought
The City needs to comply with State regulations that dictate how cemeteries are managed

April 26, 2017 Meeting – 0 participants
April 27, 2017 Meeting
Leadership Austin Notes
Resentment and anger toward the City of Austin and PARD for the manner (unproductive and
disrespectful) in which it has addressed (neglected) this issue for quite some time. “Time passes,
funding evaporates, costs increase, nothing happens.”

